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Important Dates
11/7 and 11/9
Report Card
Conferences
12:30 p.m. dismissal
11/12
Please pack a lunch
– no hot lunch.

Saints
and
Service

Last week, 3rd grade worked with their buddy
class – 7th grade – to learn about Saints and
Service. The 7th graders talked to them
about Saints they wrote about in their class
and then all students worked on making
crosses and pictures to represent these
Saints and Service organizations they had
learned about.

11/ 9-10
Harvest Bazaar
11/12
Green Electronics
Day (See
Reminders)
11/14
Principal
Appreciation Day

Test Dates
11/9 Reading
Comprehension
and Skill Test
| Spelling Test
11/16 Science
Quiz

Reminders!

2nd Quarter Projects

I am currently finalizing two projects for the 2nd
quarter. Information on the first will be sent out
next week. The second will be a little later in the
quarter.

Bazaar Basket

The 3rd Grade Class is contributing items to go
into a Boy’s Basket for the Harvest Bazaar. Please
bring items that can be included in the basket for
the auction.

Green Recycling Project

If you have any old electronics sitting around,
HRS will be collecting them as part of a recycling
project. On Monday, November 12th, you may
drop these off in a cardboard box or reusable
bag during morning drop off or from 3:00 – 4:00.

Online Resources:
Freckle

Freckle is a Differentiated Learning
Platform. This means that it adapts to
meet your child at their level. We will be
using this more in the 2nd quarter in
our Math stations. However, it could
also be helpful to use at home for
additional practice.
Class Code: xc44py

This Week:
•

Relating Equal Groups to
Multiplication

Reading

•
•

Cause and Effect
“I Survived” Chapters 1-4

Grammar

•
•

Irregular Plural Nouns
Possessive Nouns

Spelling

•

Unit 8 – Words with the long i
sound.

Science

•

The Engineering Process

S.S

•

Changing Communities

•

Jesus Calls his Disciples to
holiness.

Math

Religion

Homework
Monday:
❑
❑
Tuesday:
❑
❑

Math: Picture Graph Practice
Reading: Cause/Effect Activity

Math: Page 49 in Practice Book
Grammar: Irregular Plural
Nouns practice
Wednesday:
❑ Reading: Cause and Effect
Practice
❑ Math: Equal Groups practice
Thursday:
❑ Grammar: Possessive Nouns
Practice
❑ Math: Page in Practice Book
Friday:
❑ Reading: Read for 15 minutes

A Note from the Teacher:

I am looking forward to meeting with each of
you this week for Report Card Conferences, I
am also looking forward to a great 2nd
Quarter. I have been working on a lot of new
things for the quarter. The first is that I am
finalizing two projects. One will be sent out
next week, while the other will be a bit later in
the quarter. I am also excited to be starting a
book unit. In class, we will be reading “I
Survived: Hurricane Katrina”. This will be used
as the text to work on several skills over the
next few weeks. Weekly Tests will be based on
the skill and comprehension questions from
the week’s selected chapters. Lastly, I have
gathered resources that will allow for better
differentiation within our Math and Reading
stations. Again, I am looking forward to a great
quarter to come, and please reach out with
any questions or concerns.

Mr. LeBlanc

